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2The CLARITY centre
• CLARITY: Centre for Sensor Web Technologies (2008 –
2013)
– UCD DCU and Tyndall
– National, multi-site CSET
– Irish funding sources: EPA, MI, IDA, EI & SFI
– 8x Prof./PI + 17x lecturers
– 33x senior researchers + 49x PhD students
– 8x support staff + 8x admin
• Focus on 4 demonstrators:
– Personal Health and Sports
– Energy and the Environment
– Real Time Web
– Ambient Assisted Living
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Industry CollaboratorsSocial/Agency Collaborators











Fabric sensors respond to stretching
e.g. fabric stretches due to ribcage 




Breathing feedback application for 












– ADC: analog-digital converter
– Microprocessor
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“Lifelog” Images – what we see…
• 22 “activities”
• Validated on 33 people











• 3,391,443  sensor readings reduced to 520 showers
• Average duration = 8 minutes (min = 3 min,  max = 27 min)









2. Unobtrusive Sensors … 
intuitive interaction
Reflection…
3. Learn from real-world users
4. Embrace ideas from others
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CLARITY has lots of expertise
Always seeking collaboration
